**Accountable**  
By Dashka Slater  
Ms. Jenn’s Pick  
A true story about a group of high school students involved in a series of racist social media posts.

**How Can I Help You**  
By Laura Sims  
Mary’s Pick  
A semi-suspenseful novel, following two librarians who come together in an unimaginable way.

**Never Let Me Go**  
By Ishiguro Kazuo  
Annie’s Pick  
The lives of ordinary citizens are prolonged through state-sanctioned human cloning.

**Drowning**  
By T.J. Newman  
Alison’s Pick  
A thriller about a family’s fight to save themselves and the people trapped with them.

**What Happened to Ruthie Ramirez**  
By Claire Jimenez  
Annette’s Pick  
A family in Staten Island discovers their long-missing sister is potentially alive and cast on a reality TV show.

**Beware the Woman**  
By Megan Abbott  
Mary Pat’s Pick  
An expecting couple’s whirlwind summer trip to reconnect with family unravels into something like a game of cat and mouse.

**The Lights Go Out in Lynchford**  
By Paul Cornell  
Jen’s Pick  
Magic, mixed with the hidden desires of the residents of the small town are about to cause havoc. It’s up to the three witches to find a way out.

**Charm City Rocks**  
By Matthew Norman  
Lori’s Pick  
A love story about a single dad who meets his former rock star crush.

**Mad Honey**  
By Jodi Picoult/Jennifer Finney Boylan  
Pat’s Pick  
A soul-stirring novel about what we choose to keep from our past, and what we choose to leave behind.
West with Giraffes
By Lynda Rutledge
Diana’s Pick
An unforgettable novel of adventure, unrequited love, and the spirit of America during the bleakest period of its existence.

The Blue Zones, Secrets for Living Longer
By Dan Buettner
Michelle’s Pick
Dan Buettner traveled the globe to uncover the best strategies for longevity.

Summer at the Cape
By RaeAnne Thayne
Natalie’s Pick
A heartfelt novel about a divided family, grief, forgiveness, love and loss.

The Guncle
By Steven Rowley
Kristen’s Pick
A sweet family story of an uncle trying to bring color and light into his niece’s and nephew’s lives.

The Splendid and the Vile
By Erik Larson
Loretta’s Pick
A meticulously researched account of Winston Churchill’s first year of leadership.

The Dutch House
By Ann Patchett
Laura’s Pick
A story of paradise lost; a tour de force that digs deeply into questions of inheritance, love and forgiveness.

The Wind Knows My Name
By Isabel Allende
Raquel’s Pick
This book chronicles the lives of a handful of people of various nationalities over eighty years.

Our Missing Hearts
By Celeste Ng
Rachel’s Pick
The story of a 12 year old and his quest to find his mother and the power of small acts of rebellion.

The Heaven & Earth Grocery Store
By James McBride
Susan’s Pick
The story highlights the struggles of people living on the margins of white, Christian America and the importance of love and community.